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Free reading Thor god of thunder vol

1 the god butcher (PDF)

part of the marvel now initiative throughout the ages gods have been

vanishing their mortal worshippers left in chaos now thor follows a trail of

blood that threatens to consume his past present and future the only hope

for these ravaged worlds is for thor to unravel the gruesome mystery of

the god butcher in the distant past thor follows the bloody wake of

murdered gods across the depths of space in the present the thunder god

discovers a forgotten cave that echoes with teh cries of tortured gods and

is shocked to find himself among them and thousands of years from now

the last god king of a ruined asgard makes his final stand against the god

butcher s beserker legions as three thors from three eras race to stop the

god butcher the full extent of his vicious scheme takes terrifying shape

thor god of thunder vol 1 the god butcher includes a code for a free digital

copy on the marvel comics app for iphone ipad ipad touch android

devices and marvel digital comics shop additionally this collection also

features special augmented reality content available exclusive through the

marvel ar app including cover recaps behind the scenes features and

more that add value to your reading experience at no additional cost

collecting thor god of thunder 1 5 plus never before seen extras when dr
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jane foster lifts the mystic hammer mjolnir she is transformed into the

goddess of thunder the mighty thor her enemies are many as asgard

descends further into chaos and unrest threatens to spread throughout

the ten realms yet her greatest battle is against a far more personal foe

the cancer that is killing her mortal form when loki steps back into thor s

life will it ease her troubles or only add to her pain it s time to find out

whether the next chapter in the twisting tale of the trickster will be one of

good or evil there s no such question about malekith though as he and

his dark council continue to fan the flames of a looming war of realms

jason aaron continues his startling saga of the mighty thor collecting

mighty thor 1 5 mjolnir lies on the moon unable to be lifted something

dark has befallen the god of thunder leaving him unworthy for the first

time ever but when frost giants invade earth the hammer will be lifted and

a mysterious woman will be transformed into an all new version of the

mighty thor who is this new goddess of thunder not even odin knows but

she may be earth s only hope against the frost giants get ready for a thor

like you ve never seen before as this all new heroine takes midgard by

storm plus the odinson clearly doesn t like that someone else is holding

his hammer it s thor vs thor and odin desperate to see mjolnir returned

will call on some very dangerous very unexpected allies it s a bold new

chapter in the storied history of thor collecting thor 2014 1 5 collects

magneto 1 6 collects nightcrawler 1 6 collects thunderbolts 2012 1 6 red

hulk venom elektra deadpool the punisher forget the courts the jails the
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system this team of thunderbolts fights fire with fire targeting the most

dangerous and lethal players in the marvel universe with extreme

prejudice led by general thunderbolt ross the red hulk this hand picked

team of like minded operatives is going to make the world a better place

by any and all means necessary but will even this crew approve of the

team s newest member the red leader as the thunderbolts first mission

begins to go off the rails the gamma powered madman returns can the

team trust the red hulk to lead them or is a larger agenda at play find out

now superstars jeph loeb and ed mcguinness will change the way you

see the hulk in this startling origin epic the breathtaking events that ended

world war hulk rocket into this brand new saga when one of the hulk s

oldest cast members is murdered everyone turns to the team of iron man

she hulk and leonard samson to solve the grizzly case all the evidence

points to the hulk as the killer but all is not as it seems collects hulk 2008

1 6 collects young avengers 1 5 marvel now point one young avengers

story legacy isn t a dirty word but it s an irrelevant one it s not important

what our parents did it matters what we do someone has to save the

world you re someone do the math the critically acclaimed team of kieron

gillen and jamie mckelvie reinvent the teen super hero comic for the 21st

century uniting wiccan hulkling and kate hawkeye bishop with kid loki

marvel boy and ms america no pressure right as a figure from loki s past

emerges wiccan makes a horrible mistake that comes back to bite

everyone on their communal posteriors fight scenes fake ids and plentiful
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feels aka meaningful emotional character beats for people who aren t on

tumblr young avengers is as now as the air in your lungs and twice as

vital hyperbole is the best thing ever collects silver surfer 1 5 all new

marvel now point one silver surfer story collects secret avengers 1 5

original sin secret avengers infinite comic 1 2 collects fantastic four 1 3 ff

1 3 we have seen the future and it will be fantastic when reed and sue

decide that the family needs to relax they take ben johnny and the kids on

a little vacation through all of infinite time and space and in the real

absence of marvel s first family a substitute ff hand picked by the real

deal ant man medusa she hulk and the all new miss thing stand ready to

guard the earth and the nascent future foundation for the four minutes

that the fantastic four will be gone what could possibly go wrong find out

now see the x men from the very beginning with the debut of cyclops

angel beast iceman and marvel girl professor x s teen team with a

mission of peace and brotherhood for man and mutant in their first battle

with the master of magnetism magneto written by stan the man lee and

illustrated by jack king kirby it s super hero adventure at its very best

collects uncanny x men 1963 1 10 collects irredeemable ant man 1 6

when a low level s h i e l d agent gets a hold of hank pym s new ant man

suit you know the marvel universe is in trouble he s not concerned with

saving the world or helping others he s concerned with getting through

the day and getting a leg up on life he s not going to use his powers

responsibly he s going to use them for the betterment of himself he s the
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irredeemable ant man return to the age of apocalypse as the aoa x men

make their final stand against the evil weapon x and lose new aoa super

hero team the x terminated must rise to take the fallen x men s place but

what makes them so drastically different with jean grey and sabretooth at

their lowest ebb and weapon x resurrecting dead x men to destroy the

human race the x terminated activate their secret weapon the aoa version

of the hulk then jean grey goes on her first mission with the x terminated

but will she survive it plus meet the aoa quentin quire and find out why so

many fear him it s all new all different all out action in the age of

apocalypse collecting age of apocalypse 1 6 uncanny x force 19 1 and

material from point one humanity now faces mutants a mysterious sub

species that is gifted with strange and frightening powers hidden among

the population they are feared and hated by their human cousins as

rumors and urban myths about their existence spread across the world

the us government creates its own initiative to deal with this threat the

sentinel project meanwhile two men wage a secret war for the hearts and

minds of young mutants everywhere charles xavier has recruited a cadre

of students including cyclops jean grey and beast that call themselves the

x men but there are others out there living in fear struggling to deal with

what they are ororo munroe bobby drake and another more dangerous

mutant named logan simultaneously the terrorist known only as magneto

has assembled the brotherhood a militant group dedicated to the

overthrow of human authority a war is on the horizon and these amazing
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young men and women will decide the future of all humanity collects

ultimate x men 2000 1 6 dream team creators joss whedon and john

cassaday present a brand new era for the x men cyclops and emma frost

re form the x men with the express purpose of astonishing the world but

when breaking news regarding the mutant gene unexpectedly hits the

airwaves will it derail their new plans before they even get started as

demand for the mutant cure reaches near riot levels the x men go head to

head with the enigmatic ord with an unexpected ally and some

unexpected adversaries tipping the scales collects astonishing x men

2004 1 6 the true flagship x men series returns now in the wake of the

phoenix event the world has changed and is torn on exactly what cyclops

and his team of outlaw x men are visionary revolutionaries or dangerous

terrorists whatever the truth cyclops emma frost magneto and magik are

out in the world gathering new mutants and redefining the name uncanny

x men but the challenges that they must overcome are fierce once again

robotic sentinels hunt the team and the mutants they protect but when

you find out who s doing the hunting your jaw will drop and if that s not

enough there s a mole on cyclops team but who is it blockbuster creators

brian michael bendis and chris bachalo revamp the x men concept and

turn everything you take for granted on its head collecting uncanny x men

2013 1 5 collects venom 1 5 america meet your newest hero the lethal

alien symbiote known as venom is in the custody of the u s military and

with a familiar face from spider man s world inside the suit the
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government s own personal spidey is going into action as one of the

nation s top covert agents in hostile territory collects cable and x force 1 5

cable is back now with a new x force at his side he must tackle the

threats that nobody else can know about even if it makes him and his

team public enemy number one just who are cable s new recruits where

has colossus been post av x and what is wrong with his powers and most

importantly why are cable and his team attacking a civilian company

caught red handed at the scene of a terrorist attack on a major american

corporation whose ceo has expressed anti mutant views the x force find

themselves branded criminals and on the run with none other than the

uncanny avengers in hot pursuit there s no going back from here scott

lang has never exactly been the world s best super hero heck most

people don t even think he s been the best ant man and the last guy

invented ultron and joined the masters of evil so that s saying something

but when iron man calls with a once in a lifetime opportunity scott s going

to get a second chance to be the hero he s always dreamed of becoming

then scott faces off against his old foe the taskmaster but who is the

mystery villain pulling the strings and when ant man needs to pull off an

impossible break in he assembles a new gang of criminals because that s

what heroes do i guess sure he s been to prison had a messy divorce

and was um dead for a while there but this time is different this time

nothing is gonna stop the astonishing ant man collecting ant man 2015 1

5 thor is back and in a story only j michael straczynski could tell returned
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to the pantheon of great marvel heroes the asgardian god of thunder is

reunited with the mortal form of dr don blake together they must reckon

with the legacy of the mythic norse kingdom and the awakening of its

immortal heroes but in a world that may not want them back collects thor

2007 1 6 collects ultimate comics x men 18 1 19 23 brian wood dmz star

wars x men takes the helm as reservation x begins and a brave new

world for the nation s surviving mutants starts here kitty pryde tries to lead

a nation of mutants but someone close to her has different plans meet

mach two former morlock tunnel refugee turned mutant resistance fighter

will she side with kitty or become a dangerous new enemy plus rogue

gets an unexpected visitor as storm helps terraform the reservation the

mutants might hold the key to solving world hunger but what is the deadly

cost what is the sentient seed and why does everyone want it and as the

iron patriot guest stars mach two s play for power takes a new turn and

leads to a fatal showdown during a character defining run brian michael

bendis crafted a pulp fiction narrative that exploited the man without fear s

rich tapestry of characters and psychodrama and resolved them in an

incredibly nuanced modern approach now this eisner award winning run is

collected across three titanic trade paperbacks in this volume witness the

kingpin s downfall at the hands of sammy silke and see how a down on

his luck fbi agent can change matt s life forever collects daredevil 16 19

26 40 legendary star lord 1 5 collects amazing x men 2013 1 6 ever since

nightcrawler s death the x men have been without their heart and soul but
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after learning that their friend may not be gone after all it s up to

wolverine storm beast iceman northstar and firestar to find and bring back

the fan favorite fuzzy blue elf but when the team finds themselves

separated and split between heaven and hell can they get to nightcrawler

s soul before his father the evil azazel does pushed over the edge the

beast gives into his savage side like never before as nightcrawler rallies

the x men to take on azazel and his hellish hordes can the x men save

the afterlife or must one of the team make the ultimate sacrifice collects

moon knight 1 7 marc spector has always struggled with multiple

personalities but now that he s moved to los angeles he s become a one

man avengers team now in the guises and identities of spider man

wolverine and captain america moon knight wages war against a new

kingpin of los angeles collects fantastic four 1961 393 402 fantastic force

1994 7 9 fantastic four atlantis rising 1995 1 2 fantastic four atlantis rising

collector s preview 1995 1 the fantastic four reunite and everything falls

apart as the invisible woman searches for her missing husband mister

fantastic the scarred thing seeks payback on wolverine and the wrath of a

rogue watcher leads the ff into war on a truly cosmic scale then sorceress

morgan le fay forces the sunken continent of atlantis back above the

waves causing a crisis for namor and his water breathing people the ff

race to their aid as thor the inhumans and franklin richards young team

the fantastic force all become ensnared in morgan s scheme but when

the sorceress chilling endgame comes to light can even the combined
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might of all the assembled heroes save the day collects captain america

1968 431 443 tales of suspense 1995 1 avengers 1963 386 388 material

from captain america collector s preview 1995 1 is this the end of captain

america as the super soldier serum in his veins decays steve rogers

health continues to worsen so he s going to need a little help to carry on

shield slinging especially against baron zemo and his new baroness

diamondback may be having doubts about their partnership but new

heroes free spirit and jack flag join the good fight against the serpent

society and tony stark has his own way of lending a hand designing an

incapacitated cap his very own suit of armor will it be enough for steve to

survive an epic clash between the avengers a i m m o d o k and the red

skull and left with 24 hours to live how will cap spend his final day collects

thor 2018 1 6 thor odinson regains his mantle and with it a wild new world

of trouble he may not have mjolnir but he has hundreds of new hammers

and he s going to need every last one of them to stop the unstoppable

juggernaut then the sons of odin ride again as thor is reunited with his

long lost brother balder to face the fire goblin armies of the queen of

cinders war is raging across the land of the dead but might peace come

from a marriage made in hel with hela as the bride which brother is going

to be the lucky groom plus loki thori the hel hound skurge with a really big

gun valkyries and in the far far future king thor meets old man phoenix

and takes on doctor doom at the end of time as magneto tries to forge a

new stronghold on the devastated island nation of genosha the backdrop
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for his greatest triumphs and most devastating tragedies he finds himself

confronted by s h i e l d but what ace does magneto have up his sleeve

that might allow him to turn the tables in the wake of axis magneto had

gathered a group of wayward mutants together on genosha but now

someone is hunting and killing those mutants one by one right under his

nose and that someone happens to be the one man magneto fears most

to save his people magneto must banish every demon who might oppose

him but as his foes mount he soon finds that some demons are more

persistent than others and what are the true intentions of magneto s

steadfast ally briar raleigh collecting magneto 2014 13 17 elektra takes on

an enraged assassin s guild after battles with cape crow bloody lips lady

bullseye and scalphunter elektra vows to take the fight back to the guild

itself now it s elektra vs the world as she begins hunting down the guild s

agents before they can find her and her allies and her first stop is new

orleans the guild s home turf here a vengeful lady bullseye secretly lies in

wait planning a vicious ambush then elektra takes on an entire s h i e l d

facility single handedly what could be important enough for elektra to pit

herself against marvel most advanced intelligence agency collects elektra

2014 6 11 uncanny avengers 23 magneto 9 10 uncanny avengers 24 25

uncanny avengers annual 1 hawkeye and coulson face off who survives

why is this even happening vladimir makes a deal with the fury is this a

good thing is this a bad thing we won t tell but you ll find out helicarrier is

under attack spider woman engages m o d o k gets the message
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collecting secret avengers 2014 11 15 fantomex s compulsion to be the

best has caused him to turn on his former teammates can a squad of

killers hope to escape science s perfect living weapon fantomex begins a

murderous rampage taking out each and every one of the world s secret

intelligence agencies working his way closer to x force knowing the

confrontation is inevitable cable and his team ready themselves for the

fight of their lives and as x force learns the true identity of the villain they

have been pursuing for months cable hatches one last scheme and the

fate of hope summers is revealed in the final showdown with fantomex x

force will give everything they have to defeat their power mad teammate

turned adversary and in the end not everyone will emerge unscathed

collecting x force 2014 11 15 collects avengers undercover 6 10 collects

thor 371 374 and balder the brave 1 4 balder the brave thor s brother in

all but blood undergoes his own gauntlet of gods and giants earning the

love of witch queen karnilla and the throne of asgard meanwhile on

midgard thor finds an era hopping authoritarian officer racing him to

defeat an old enemy possessed by an even older evil plus sabretooth and

the marauders all with walt simonson s trademarks epic sensibilities godly

grandeur and talking frogs verily new mutants 2009 44 50 collects captain

america 2012 11 15 collects amazing x men 7 12 ultimate spider man

2000 123 128



Thor 2013-06-11

part of the marvel now initiative throughout the ages gods have been

vanishing their mortal worshippers left in chaos now thor follows a trail of

blood that threatens to consume his past present and future the only hope

for these ravaged worlds is for thor to unravel the gruesome mystery of

the god butcher in the distant past thor follows the bloody wake of

murdered gods across the depths of space in the present the thunder god

discovers a forgotten cave that echoes with teh cries of tortured gods and

is shocked to find himself among them and thousands of years from now

the last god king of a ruined asgard makes his final stand against the god

butcher s beserker legions as three thors from three eras race to stop the

god butcher the full extent of his vicious scheme takes terrifying shape

thor god of thunder vol 1 the god butcher includes a code for a free digital

copy on the marvel comics app for iphone ipad ipad touch android

devices and marvel digital comics shop additionally this collection also

features special augmented reality content available exclusive through the

marvel ar app including cover recaps behind the scenes features and

more that add value to your reading experience at no additional cost

collecting thor god of thunder 1 5 plus never before seen extras



Mighty Thor Vol. 1 2016-05-18

when dr jane foster lifts the mystic hammer mjolnir she is transformed into

the goddess of thunder the mighty thor her enemies are many as asgard

descends further into chaos and unrest threatens to spread throughout

the ten realms yet her greatest battle is against a far more personal foe

the cancer that is killing her mortal form when loki steps back into thor s

life will it ease her troubles or only add to her pain it s time to find out

whether the next chapter in the twisting tale of the trickster will be one of

good or evil there s no such question about malekith though as he and

his dark council continue to fan the flames of a looming war of realms

jason aaron continues his startling saga of the mighty thor collecting

mighty thor 1 5

Thor Vol. 1 2015-05-13

mjolnir lies on the moon unable to be lifted something dark has befallen

the god of thunder leaving him unworthy for the first time ever but when

frost giants invade earth the hammer will be lifted and a mysterious

woman will be transformed into an all new version of the mighty thor who

is this new goddess of thunder not even odin knows but she may be earth

s only hope against the frost giants get ready for a thor like you ve never

seen before as this all new heroine takes midgard by storm plus the

odinson clearly doesn t like that someone else is holding his hammer it s



thor vs thor and odin desperate to see mjolnir returned will call on some

very dangerous very unexpected allies it s a bold new chapter in the

storied history of thor collecting thor 2014 1 5

Magneto Vol. 1 2014-10-01

collects magneto 1 6

Nightcrawler Vol. 1 2014-11-12

collects nightcrawler 1 6

Thunderbolts Vol. 1 2014-05-28

collects thunderbolts 2012 1 6 red hulk venom elektra deadpool the

punisher forget the courts the jails the system this team of thunderbolts

fights fire with fire targeting the most dangerous and lethal players in the

marvel universe with extreme prejudice led by general thunderbolt ross

the red hulk this hand picked team of like minded operatives is going to

make the world a better place by any and all means necessary but will

even this crew approve of the team s newest member the red leader as

the thunderbolts first mission begins to go off the rails the gamma

powered madman returns can the team trust the red hulk to lead them or

is a larger agenda at play find out now



Hulk Vol. 1 2009-02-25

superstars jeph loeb and ed mcguinness will change the way you see the

hulk in this startling origin epic the breathtaking events that ended world

war hulk rocket into this brand new saga when one of the hulk s oldest

cast members is murdered everyone turns to the team of iron man she

hulk and leonard samson to solve the grizzly case all the evidence points

to the hulk as the killer but all is not as it seems collects hulk 2008 1 6

Young Avengers Vol. 1 2014-05-14

collects young avengers 1 5 marvel now point one young avengers story

legacy isn t a dirty word but it s an irrelevant one it s not important what

our parents did it matters what we do someone has to save the world you

re someone do the math the critically acclaimed team of kieron gillen and

jamie mckelvie reinvent the teen super hero comic for the 21st century

uniting wiccan hulkling and kate hawkeye bishop with kid loki marvel boy

and ms america no pressure right as a figure from loki s past emerges

wiccan makes a horrible mistake that comes back to bite everyone on

their communal posteriors fight scenes fake ids and plentiful feels aka

meaningful emotional character beats for people who aren t on tumblr

young avengers is as now as the air in your lungs and twice as vital

hyperbole is the best thing ever



Silver Surfer Vol. 1 2014-10-22

collects silver surfer 1 5 all new marvel now point one silver surfer story

Secret Avengers Vol. 1 2014-10-22

collects secret avengers 1 5 original sin secret avengers infinite comic 1 2

Fantastic Four Vol. 1 2014-04-30

collects fantastic four 1 3 ff 1 3 we have seen the future and it will be

fantastic when reed and sue decide that the family needs to relax they

take ben johnny and the kids on a little vacation through all of infinite time

and space and in the real absence of marvel s first family a substitute ff

hand picked by the real deal ant man medusa she hulk and the all new

miss thing stand ready to guard the earth and the nascent future

foundation for the four minutes that the fantastic four will be gone what

could possibly go wrong find out now

X-Men Masterworks Vol. 1 2009-04-08

see the x men from the very beginning with the debut of cyclops angel

beast iceman and marvel girl professor x s teen team with a mission of

peace and brotherhood for man and mutant in their first battle with the



master of magnetism magneto written by stan the man lee and illustrated

by jack king kirby it s super hero adventure at its very best collects

uncanny x men 1963 1 10

Irredeemable Ant-Man Vol. 1 2014-06-25

collects irredeemable ant man 1 6 when a low level s h i e l d agent gets

a hold of hank pym s new ant man suit you know the marvel universe is

in trouble he s not concerned with saving the world or helping others he s

concerned with getting through the day and getting a leg up on life he s

not going to use his powers responsibly he s going to use them for the

betterment of himself he s the irredeemable ant man

Age of Apocalypse Vol. 1 2012-10-17

return to the age of apocalypse as the aoa x men make their final stand

against the evil weapon x and lose new aoa super hero team the x

terminated must rise to take the fallen x men s place but what makes

them so drastically different with jean grey and sabretooth at their lowest

ebb and weapon x resurrecting dead x men to destroy the human race

the x terminated activate their secret weapon the aoa version of the hulk

then jean grey goes on her first mission with the x terminated but will she

survive it plus meet the aoa quentin quire and find out why so many fear

him it s all new all different all out action in the age of apocalypse



collecting age of apocalypse 1 6 uncanny x force 19 1 and material from

point one

Ultimate X-Men Vol. 1 2020

humanity now faces mutants a mysterious sub species that is gifted with

strange and frightening powers hidden among the population they are

feared and hated by their human cousins as rumors and urban myths

about their existence spread across the world the us government creates

its own initiative to deal with this threat the sentinel project meanwhile two

men wage a secret war for the hearts and minds of young mutants

everywhere charles xavier has recruited a cadre of students including

cyclops jean grey and beast that call themselves the x men but there are

others out there living in fear struggling to deal with what they are ororo

munroe bobby drake and another more dangerous mutant named logan

simultaneously the terrorist known only as magneto has assembled the

brotherhood a militant group dedicated to the overthrow of human

authority a war is on the horizon and these amazing young men and

women will decide the future of all humanity collects ultimate x men 2000

1 6

Astonishing X-Men Vol. 1 2004-01-01

dream team creators joss whedon and john cassaday present a brand



new era for the x men cyclops and emma frost re form the x men with the

express purpose of astonishing the world but when breaking news

regarding the mutant gene unexpectedly hits the airwaves will it derail

their new plans before they even get started as demand for the mutant

cure reaches near riot levels the x men go head to head with the

enigmatic ord with an unexpected ally and some unexpected adversaries

tipping the scales collects astonishing x men 2004 1 6

Uncanny X-Men Vol. 1 2013-07-23

the true flagship x men series returns now in the wake of the phoenix

event the world has changed and is torn on exactly what cyclops and his

team of outlaw x men are visionary revolutionaries or dangerous terrorists

whatever the truth cyclops emma frost magneto and magik are out in the

world gathering new mutants and redefining the name uncanny x men but

the challenges that they must overcome are fierce once again robotic

sentinels hunt the team and the mutants they protect but when you find

out who s doing the hunting your jaw will drop and if that s not enough

there s a mole on cyclops team but who is it blockbuster creators brian

michael bendis and chris bachalo revamp the x men concept and turn

everything you take for granted on its head collecting uncanny x men

2013 1 5



Venom by Rick Remender Vol. 1 2011-10-05

collects venom 1 5 america meet your newest hero the lethal alien

symbiote known as venom is in the custody of the u s military and with a

familiar face from spider man s world inside the suit the government s

own personal spidey is going into action as one of the nation s top covert

agents in hostile territory

Cable and X-Force Vol. 1 2014-04-30

collects cable and x force 1 5 cable is back now with a new x force at his

side he must tackle the threats that nobody else can know about even if it

makes him and his team public enemy number one just who are cable s

new recruits where has colossus been post av x and what is wrong with

his powers and most importantly why are cable and his team attacking a

civilian company caught red handed at the scene of a terrorist attack on a

major american corporation whose ceo has expressed anti mutant views

the x force find themselves branded criminals and on the run with none

other than the uncanny avengers in hot pursuit there s no going back

from here



Ant-Man Vol. 1 2015-06-24

scott lang has never exactly been the world s best super hero heck most

people don t even think he s been the best ant man and the last guy

invented ultron and joined the masters of evil so that s saying something

but when iron man calls with a once in a lifetime opportunity scott s going

to get a second chance to be the hero he s always dreamed of becoming

then scott faces off against his old foe the taskmaster but who is the

mystery villain pulling the strings and when ant man needs to pull off an

impossible break in he assembles a new gang of criminals because that s

what heroes do i guess sure he s been to prison had a messy divorce

and was um dead for a while there but this time is different this time

nothing is gonna stop the astonishing ant man collecting ant man 2015 1

5

Thor by J. Michael Straczynski Vol. 1

2008-08-13

thor is back and in a story only j michael straczynski could tell returned to

the pantheon of great marvel heroes the asgardian god of thunder is

reunited with the mortal form of dr don blake together they must reckon

with the legacy of the mythic norse kingdom and the awakening of its

immortal heroes but in a world that may not want them back collects thor



2007 1 6

Ultimate Comics X-Men by Brian Wood Vol. 1

2014-05-14

collects ultimate comics x men 18 1 19 23 brian wood dmz star wars x

men takes the helm as reservation x begins and a brave new world for

the nation s surviving mutants starts here kitty pryde tries to lead a nation

of mutants but someone close to her has different plans meet mach two

former morlock tunnel refugee turned mutant resistance fighter will she

side with kitty or become a dangerous new enemy plus rogue gets an

unexpected visitor as storm helps terraform the reservation the mutants

might hold the key to solving world hunger but what is the deadly cost

what is the sentient seed and why does everyone want it and as the iron

patriot guest stars mach two s play for power takes a new turn and leads

to a fatal showdown

Daredevil by Bendis and Maleev Ultimate

Collection Vol. 1 2010-06-30

during a character defining run brian michael bendis crafted a pulp fiction

narrative that exploited the man without fear s rich tapestry of characters

and psychodrama and resolved them in an incredibly nuanced modern



approach now this eisner award winning run is collected across three

titanic trade paperbacks in this volume witness the kingpin s downfall at

the hands of sammy silke and see how a down on his luck fbi agent can

change matt s life forever collects daredevil 16 19 26 40

Legendary Star-Lord Vol. 1 2015-01-21

legendary star lord 1 5

Amazing X-Men Vol. 1 2015-05-20

collects amazing x men 2013 1 6 ever since nightcrawler s death the x

men have been without their heart and soul but after learning that their

friend may not be gone after all it s up to wolverine storm beast iceman

northstar and firestar to find and bring back the fan favorite fuzzy blue elf

but when the team finds themselves separated and split between heaven

and hell can they get to nightcrawler s soul before his father the evil

azazel does pushed over the edge the beast gives into his savage side

like never before as nightcrawler rallies the x men to take on azazel and

his hellish hordes can the x men save the afterlife or must one of the

team make the ultimate sacrifice



Moon Knight by Brian Michael Bendis and Alex

Maleev Vol. 1 2014-01-08

collects moon knight 1 7 marc spector has always struggled with multiple

personalities but now that he s moved to los angeles he s become a one

man avengers team now in the guises and identities of spider man

wolverine and captain america moon knight wages war against a new

kingpin of los angeles

Fantastic Four Epic Collection 2024-03-20

collects fantastic four 1961 393 402 fantastic force 1994 7 9 fantastic four

atlantis rising 1995 1 2 fantastic four atlantis rising collector s preview

1995 1 the fantastic four reunite and everything falls apart as the invisible

woman searches for her missing husband mister fantastic the scarred

thing seeks payback on wolverine and the wrath of a rogue watcher leads

the ff into war on a truly cosmic scale then sorceress morgan le fay forces

the sunken continent of atlantis back above the waves causing a crisis for

namor and his water breathing people the ff race to their aid as thor the

inhumans and franklin richards young team the fantastic force all become

ensnared in morgan s scheme but when the sorceress chilling endgame

comes to light can even the combined might of all the assembled heroes

save the day



Captain America Epic Collection 2024-02-07

collects captain america 1968 431 443 tales of suspense 1995 1

avengers 1963 386 388 material from captain america collector s preview

1995 1 is this the end of captain america as the super soldier serum in

his veins decays steve rogers health continues to worsen so he s going to

need a little help to carry on shield slinging especially against baron zemo

and his new baroness diamondback may be having doubts about their

partnership but new heroes free spirit and jack flag join the good fight

against the serpent society and tony stark has his own way of lending a

hand designing an incapacitated cap his very own suit of armor will it be

enough for steve to survive an epic clash between the avengers a i m m

o d o k and the red skull and left with 24 hours to live how will cap spend

his final day

Thor Vol. 1 2018-12-19

collects thor 2018 1 6 thor odinson regains his mantle and with it a wild

new world of trouble he may not have mjolnir but he has hundreds of new

hammers and he s going to need every last one of them to stop the

unstoppable juggernaut then the sons of odin ride again as thor is

reunited with his long lost brother balder to face the fire goblin armies of

the queen of cinders war is raging across the land of the dead but might

peace come from a marriage made in hel with hela as the bride which



brother is going to be the lucky groom plus loki thori the hel hound skurge

with a really big gun valkyries and in the far far future king thor meets old

man phoenix and takes on doctor doom at the end of time

Magneto Vol. 3 2015-07-29

as magneto tries to forge a new stronghold on the devastated island

nation of genosha the backdrop for his greatest triumphs and most

devastating tragedies he finds himself confronted by s h i e l d but what

ace does magneto have up his sleeve that might allow him to turn the

tables in the wake of axis magneto had gathered a group of wayward

mutants together on genosha but now someone is hunting and killing

those mutants one by one right under his nose and that someone

happens to be the one man magneto fears most to save his people

magneto must banish every demon who might oppose him but as his foes

mount he soon finds that some demons are more persistent than others

and what are the true intentions of magneto s steadfast ally briar raleigh

collecting magneto 2014 13 17

Elektra Vol. 2 2015-04-29

elektra takes on an enraged assassin s guild after battles with cape crow

bloody lips lady bullseye and scalphunter elektra vows to take the fight

back to the guild itself now it s elektra vs the world as she begins hunting



down the guild s agents before they can find her and her allies and her

first stop is new orleans the guild s home turf here a vengeful lady

bullseye secretly lies in wait planning a vicious ambush then elektra takes

on an entire s h i e l d facility single handedly what could be important

enough for elektra to pit herself against marvel most advanced

intelligence agency collects elektra 2014 6 11

Uncanny Avengers Vol. 5 2015-01-07

uncanny avengers 23 magneto 9 10 uncanny avengers 24 25 uncanny

avengers annual 1

Secret Avengers Vol. 3 2015-06-24

hawkeye and coulson face off who survives why is this even happening

vladimir makes a deal with the fury is this a good thing is this a bad thing

we won t tell but you ll find out helicarrier is under attack spider woman

engages m o d o k gets the message collecting secret avengers 2014 11

15

X-Force Vol. 3 2015-04-29

fantomex s compulsion to be the best has caused him to turn on his

former teammates can a squad of killers hope to escape science s perfect



living weapon fantomex begins a murderous rampage taking out each and

every one of the world s secret intelligence agencies working his way

closer to x force knowing the confrontation is inevitable cable and his

team ready themselves for the fight of their lives and as x force learns the

true identity of the villain they have been pursuing for months cable

hatches one last scheme and the fate of hope summers is revealed in the

final showdown with fantomex x force will give everything they have to

defeat their power mad teammate turned adversary and in the end not

everyone will emerge unscathed collecting x force 2014 11 15

Avengers Undercover Vol. 2 2014-11-12

collects avengers undercover 6 10

Thor Visionaries Vol. 4 2015-05-20

collects thor 371 374 and balder the brave 1 4 balder the brave thor s

brother in all but blood undergoes his own gauntlet of gods and giants

earning the love of witch queen karnilla and the throne of asgard

meanwhile on midgard thor finds an era hopping authoritarian officer

racing him to defeat an old enemy possessed by an even older evil plus

sabretooth and the marauders all with walt simonson s trademarks epic

sensibilities godly grandeur and talking frogs verily



New Mutants Vol. 7 2014-07-23

new mutants 2009 44 50

Captain America Vol. 3 2014-12-24

collects captain america 2012 11 15

Amazing X-Men Vol. 2

collects amazing x men 7 12

Ultimate Spider-Man Vol. 21

ultimate spider man 2000 123 128
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